
RULES OF THE COMPETITION For the most interesting opinion (hereinafter referred to as 
"Regulations") 

§ 1. GENERAL PROVISIONS 

1. The organizer of the Contest For the most interesting opinion (hereinafter "the Contest is the 
company OPAL INVESTMENTS Sp. Zoo. With its registered office in Wrocław 50-073, ul. Southwest. 
Antoni 2/4, NIP 5272501581 (hereinafter referred to as the" Organizer ") 

2. The Founder of the Awards is the Organizer in cooperation with the Number One by Grano Hotel, 
Gdańsk 80-749, ul. Jaglana 4. 

3. The contest is not installed, administered or sponsored by Tripadvisor, Google or Booking. 
Tripadvisor, Google and Booking are copyrighted by us by their respective entities. 

 

§ 2. TERMS OF PARTICIPATION 

1. Competition participants may be a physical constructor, consumers in art. 221 of the Civil Code, 
repair of employees entitled to legal actions, with the exception of the organizer (hereinafter referred 
to as the "Participant"). 

2. The condition for participation in the Competition is: 

a.the Participant's verified profile on Tripadvisor, Google, Booking, 

b.acceptance of the Regulations, 

c. Restriction of consent to the Organizer publishing information about the Participant's profile and to 
sending messages by the Organizer, 

d. writing an opinion on the Europeum Hotel in Wrocław on one of the review portals (Tripadvisor, 
Google or Booking) to the Organiser's company account after prior stay in the above-mentioned object. 

3. The competition runs from September 1 to 30, 2022. 23:59 Organizer the right to cancel the 
workshop in the workshop or to extend it. 

4. The organizer is not responsible for the use of data in the operation of ICT links, interfaces, 
interfaces, browsers and platforms with tools. 

5. The organizer is not responsible for the temporary or permanent blocking of the website or 
application on the part of portals with opinions. 

 

§ 3. AWARD 

1. The prize in the Competition is a voucher for accommodation for 2 people (in a Standard double 
room) with breakfast at Hotel Number One by Grano, ul. Jaglana 4 in Gdańsk, hereinafter referred to 
as the "Award". 

2. The Competition Winner will be the Participant who has an opinion on the best side to the Organizer. 
The organizer selects the most interesting line from the opinion of the opinion, as negative and 
negative and experiences, the rating issued does not affect the choice of the awarded opinion. The 
Organizer will announce the Competition winner on the Facebook Hotel Europeum fanpage: 



https://www.facebook.com/europeum and on the website: https://europeum.pl/hotel/ reviews by 
October 7, 2022. 

3. About granting the award - the Organizer. 

4. The condition for the participant's departure from the prize is participation within 3 days from the 
start of participation in the social competition on Facebook or by e-mail to europeum@europeum.pl 
with a focus on the portal: 

a) name and surname, 

b) mailing address, 

c) telephone number, 

d) postal address. 

5. Failure to send the message referred to in point. 4, the acceleration of the time of participation, 
which provides access to the site, which is the participant's right to participate. 

6. The Competition Winner is not entitled to exchange the Prize for cash or a copy of any other type. 

7. The Prize Winner shall waive the prize, but shall not be entitled to a cash equivalent or any other 
prize in return. 

8. The voucher, linking the Award in the competition, can be made until March 31, 2023, after prior 
knowledge of the hotel with the number of the One hotel by Grano in Gdańsk and confirmation of the 
end of the planned stay with the accuracy of the above-mentioned Hotel. 

 

§ 4. PROCESSING OF PERSONAL DATA 

1. Personal data of the Competition Participants, electricity provided by the Organizer in order to move 
to leveling. 

2. Participant's data. Participants. Participant privileged by the Participant only for the period up to the 
Competition participant and the Competition Winner. 

3. 3. Guardians have the right to access and correct data processing and the right to access. In the field 
of development in the competition is the study is registration on portals with opinions. 

4. Participant's data will be forfeited to Participate in the Contest. 

§ 5. SCOPE OF THE ORGANIZER'S LIABILITY 

1. The Organizer is not responsible for the reliability and truthfulness of the Competition Participants' 
data, including the inability to transfer the Prize, for reasons attributable to the Participant, in 
particular if he did not provide a real correspondence address or the provided data is incomplete or 
out of date or if the Participant did not confirm the date of the planned stay at the Hotel Number One 
by Grano in Gdańsk in advance with the availability of the above-mentioned object. 

2. The Organizer declares that it does not control or monitor the content posted by Participants in 
terms of reliability and truthfulness, subject to actions related to the removal of violations of the 
Regulations or generally applicable provisions. 



3. The Organizer reserves the right to exclude from the Competition Participants whose actions are 
contrary to the law or the Regulations and the regulations of the portals with opinions, in particular 
Participants who: 

a. post content that is inconsistent with applicable law or the Regulations available on portals with 
opinions (in particular, containing offensive content, both in the text and graphic layer); 

b. take actions using an account / profile created in violation of the rules of portals with opinions; 

c. take actions using third party accounts / profiles that are inconsistent with the rules; 

d. interfere with the functioning of the Competition; 

e. create fictitious accounts / profiles on portals with opinions. 

 

§ 6. COPYRIGHT 

1. All intellectual property rights to the competition belong to the Organizer. Participation in the 
competition does not in any way result in the acquisition of any intellectual property rights by the 
Participants. It is forbidden to violate any intellectual property rights in the Competition, in particular: 

a) copying, modifying and transmitting, electronically or otherwise, the competition mechanism or its 
parts, as well as individual works and databases, without the express written consent of the Organizer; 

b) using the competition in a manner inconsistent with the Regulations or generally applicable 
provisions. 

 

 § 7. FINAL PROVISIONS 

1. In matters not covered by these Regulations, the provisions of the Civil Code and other legal 
provisions shall apply. 

2. Disputes related to and arising from the Competition will be resolved by a common court competent 
for the seat of the Organizer. 

3. The Organizer reserves the right to change the rules of the Competition during its duration. 
Information about changes will be posted on the Organiser's website. 

4. The Regulations of the Competition are available on the Organiser's official website: 
https://europeum.pl/hotel/opinie 


